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$1. INTRODUCXION 
LET L be a smooth link in S3. Denote by II its link-group rrr (S3 -L). In this paper an 
interesection theory is developed that can be used to compute a simple presentation for rr/P, 
where 
II = I-’ 2 I-* 2 r3 2 . . . 
is the lower central series of rr. The presentation that we obtain for z/rS by geometric means is 
essentially the one obtained by Chen [4] and Milnor [15] by algebraic means from the 
Wirtinger presentation for n. If the link has n + 1 components, then this presentation has n 
+ 1 generators and n relators, apart from the relations r”. 
Even easier to compute from the intersection theory is a presentation for the nilpotent 
Z-Lie algebra 
grrnfI’+ 1 = & I-r/r,+ l 
r=1 
associated to the lower central series of K, where r is an integer just large enough so that 
grrlr/z’+’ is not a free nilpotent Lie algebra of class t. 
The intersection theory associates to each link with n + 1 components an ideal W 
=(&,.. . , R,) of the free Z-Lie algebra ILr (X,, . . . , X,) generated by the components of 
the link. Applying a theorem of Labute [21], we show that when the Ri satisfy an 
independence condition and when 
is a torsion free Z-module, then grrn is isomorphic to 
gr(Lz(X,, . . . , X,)/W 
as a Z-Lie algebra. The independence condition is satisfied, for example, by the Borromean 
rings and for all two component links for which grrn is torsion free. 
The importance of the lower central series of a link group is that it is an isotopy [3 3 and 
cobordism (or more generally, Z-equivalence) [ 183 invariant of the link, while IL itself is not. 
The quotients of the lower central series of any group (and in particular link groups) are very 
hard to compute. An algorithm for computing a presentation for each P/F1 from a 
presentation of a group is given in [8] although the calculations involved are tedious and 
impractical. At present, the only satisfactory theorems for computing a presentation for the 
Lie algebra grrn are due to Labute [lo], [21]. 
Another approach, initiated by Chen [2], to computing the quotients of the lower central 
series of ir is to compute the lower central series quotients of n/n”, where 11” denotes the 
second derived subgroup [r’, T*] of 7~. The first three quotients of the lower central series of 
n/n” are isomorphic to those of x. Using this approach, Massey [14] has explicitly computed 
the first four quotients of the lower central series of the group of a two component link in 
t supported in part by NSF grant MCS-8201642 
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terms of the linking number of its two components and the Alexander polynomial of the link. 
By carefully studying the Chen groups Tk (X/X”) of certain links, Maeda [22] has explicitly 
computed the ranks of the lower central series quotients of many interesting link groups. One 
consequence of his work is that Murasugi’s conjecture is true. 
In [23], Murasugi initiates the study of the lower central series of a link group via the 
nilpotent covers of S3-L. He shows that Milnor’s ii-invariants of L are invariants of the 
nilpotent covers of S3-L. 
The idea of using intersection theory to compute Massey products in a link complement is 
not new and appears to be folklore ([133, [16], [9, p. 1543). Only Porter [16] has used 
intersection theory in a systematic way to compute Massey products in link complements. 
However, he replaces the link complement by a two dimensional complex whose fundamen- 
tal group has a lower central series that approximates that of the link group and does his 
computations there. 
Our approach is to use K.-T. Chen’s iterated integrals and forma1 connections [6], [7] 
and can be viewed as an application of the techniques of rational homotopy theory to the 
study of links. Cenkl and Porter [l] have applied their tame version of Sullivan’s minimal 
models [19] to compute the Lazzard completion of certain link groups. The added geometry 
of Chen’s methods allows us to work over the integers rather than a larger subring of g as in 
tame and rational theories. Intuitively, differential forms (or more accurately, currents) detect 
non-trivial homology classes of an oriented manifold M by an abelian intersection theory, 
whereas iterated integrals detect non-trivial elements of x.+ (M) by a non-abelian intersection 
theory. We illustrate the relevance of Chen’s methods to intersection theory with the 
following simple example. 
Let M be the twice punctured plane C - { - 1, l}. The cohomology group H’ (M; Z) is 
generated by the two (non-compact) cycles wr and w2 illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The homology class of a cycle y:S’ -+ M is 
where a, and a2 are the homology classes illustrated in Fig. 1. (Here ’ (.) denotes intersection 
number.) It is clear that if we know the order and direction in which a path y: ([0, 11, (0, 1)) 
+ (M, 0) passes through wr and w2, then we know its homotopy class in x1 (M, 0) z (x1, 
x2 ), the free group generated by the homotopy classes of the loops xi and x2 illustrated in 
Fig. 2. 
For example, the path y illustrated in Fig. 3 has homotopy class x:x2x; ’ x; 1 in rri (M, 0) 
This represention of rri (M) onto (x;, x2 ) can be obtained systematically using iterated 
line integrals. To see how this works we first consider the problem of determining the order in 
which a path y in the plane intersects afinite number of distinct oriented straight lines I,, . . . , 
Fig. 1 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
I,. Suppose that y(O), y( 1) # d 1 and that y intersects lj li transversally away from u (Ii n ~j). 
i=l i=l 
Denote the l-current dual to fj by wj. That is, Irwj = “(lj*r). 
Suppose for simplicity that y intersects each lj at most once (Fig. 4), so that r*wj = cjS(t 
- aj)dr: =J;. (t) where cj = * (lj. y) and aj is the unique time such that r(aj) E Ij. The order in 
which y passes through the lj can be determined by considering the integrals 
I,= 
i s . . . fa(&l.tr(&~) . . -_~&)(WI . . . dt,, 
O~I,~~~~ sr.S;1 
where ~(1, 2, . . . , s] -* [l, 2, . . ., r] is injective. It is clear that y passes through /0(i) first, 
then latZ) then . . . if and only if I, # 0. In this case I, = ,fii ’ (LC j) * y). For example, for the 
path illustrated in Fig. 4 we have J,w,w, = 0, ~yw1w4ws = -1, &,w3w1wqwZw5 = - 1. 
The I, are iterated line integrals: if wi, w2, . . . , w, are l-forms on a manifold N and 
y:[O, l] + N is a path in N, then the iterated line integral fw,w2 . . . w, takes the value 
J,w,w, . . . w, = s I . . . fiWi(~~) . - .f,Wdt, . . . dt, 
Oil,i . . . st,~l 
on y, where r*wj =fi(t)dt. 
Suppose that a and B are two paths in the plane that intersect he lines Ii transversally as 
above and that a(1) = B(O). It follows immediately from the geometric interpretation that 
5 a0 wi...w,= JP1 . . . w,+jawI.. . W,_l jpw,+ . . . 
+Jp~w,~& . . . w,+J,w&w, . . . w,+Jpw,. . . w, 
since at most one of the terms on the right-hand side of this expression is nonzero. This 
identity still holds when the l-currents wi are replaced by smooth l-forms. 
So far we have assumed that all of the wi are distinct l-currents. To compute 
I?* 
for example, view ww . . . w as an oriented hypersurface having multiplicity r. Perturb it 
Fig. 4 
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slightiy so that it splits into I distinct hypersurfaces wr, . . . , w,. Since there is only a (r!)-’ 
probability of f,wrw, . . . w, being non zero, 
fyww... . w+I,wy. 
Alternatively, this formula may be obtained by replacing w by a representative of the Thorn 
class of a small tubular neighborhood of the support of w. Using the definition given above 
for an iterated line integral, one can easily check the formula. 
We are now ready to return to our example. ‘To keep track of the intersections of a path 
r:([O, 11; (0, l}) --* (M, 0) with wr and w1 we use the ring R [X,, X,JJ of formal power series in 
the non-commuting indeterminates X, and X2. Now define a map 
by 
T(Y) = 1 +&X1 + sy WZXZ +EyW1%X: + SyW1%XrX, + SvV%X*X1 + svw2w2X: 
+ ~ywlw,w*x:x~ + . . . , 
where Q,M denotes the space of loops v:([O, 11, (0, 1)) -* (M, 0). The identity given above 
implies that T(c$) = Qx)T(/?). It is evident that T(y) only depends on the homotopy class 
of y. Consequently T defines a group homomorphism from rrr (M) into the group of units of 
R [X,, X,1. Since 
T(XJ = 1 + Jx,wjXj + I,,wjWjXT + . . * = exp xj 
I 
this homomorphism is onto the subgroup of Iw [X,, X,1 generated by exp X, and exp XZ. 
This subgroup is freely generated by the exp Xi and it follows that T is an isomorphism. 
That iterated integrals have this intersection theoretic interpretation allows us to apply 
Chen’s machinery to develop our intersection theory for links. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminary definitions. In section 3 
the intersection theory is described, the main results are stated and examples are given. All 
results stated in section 3 are proved in section 4. 
The author would like to thank Richard Porter for suggesting to him that it might be 
fruitful to use Chen’s methods to study links in S3 and for showing him how to compute 
Massey products in link complements. For many helpful and stimulating discussions the 
author thanks Tom Duchamp and Jim King. 
52. PRELIMINARIES 
Some of our terminology is not standard. A map z:[O, l] -+ S3 is a smooch imbedding if 
there is a neighborhood U of [O, l] in R and a smooth imbedding i: U -* S3 whose restriction 
to [0, l] is 2. A l-l map 2: [0, l] + S’ is a piecewise smooth imbedding (or simply, an imbedding) 
if there is a partition 0 = t, < t, < t2 < . . . < t, = 1 of [0, l] such that the restriction of z to 
each subinterval [tj- I, tj] is a smooth imbedding. 
Denote the closed unit ball {x E R2 11 x 11 I 1 > in R2 by B. A model disk (or simply, a disk) is a 
compact subset of R2 that is homeomorphic to B and whose boundary consists of a finite 
number of arcs of circles in R2 and a finite number of straight line segments with no two 
circular arcs on the boundary of D adjacent. The points on the boundary of a disk D at which 
the boundary is not smooth will be called the vertices of D. Define the circumference CD of D 
to be the union of the circular arcs on the boundary of D. 
Let D be a disk. A smooth map a: D + S3 will be called an immersion if there is an open 
neighborhood U of D in R2 and a smooth immersion 5: U -+ S3 whose restriction to D is a 
and whose self intersections are transverse.+ 
Denote the image of an imbedding z: [0, l] -_* S3 by(z(. For E a positive real number, 
t Here a intersects b traversally at a point P means that extensions ~3, bof a and b to neighborhoods of their domains 
intersect traversally at p, where p lies in the intersection of the images of a and b. 
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denote the e-tubular neighborhood (peS3: dist (p, 121) -< E } of 121 by (~1,. When E is small 
enough, z extends to a piecewise smooth imbedding zE: I, + S3 onto Izlo where I, = {x E R3: 
dist (x, I) I E} and where 1 = ((t, 0, 0)~ Iw3:0 I t I l}. Similarly, denote the image of an 
immersed disk a: D + S3 by la and the e-tubular neighborhood of Ial by (al,. If E is small 
enough, then a extends to a smooth immersion a,: D, 4 S3 onto Ial,, where D, = (x E Iw3: dist 
(x, D) I E) with D identified with the subset {(x, 0)~ Iw2 x IX: XED] of Iw3. 
An imbedded interval z: [0, l] + S3 and an immersed disk a: D + S3 are compatible if
either no nonsmooth point of lzl lies in la1 and la1 and 121 intersect ransversally, or z factors 
through a (that is, there is an imbedding 2: [0, l] + D such that z = a’@. 
Two immersed disks a: D -, S3 and b: D’ --) S3 intersect tamely if 
(i) the restriction da of a to the boundary of D is compatible with b and vice-versa. 
(ii) if pE S3 is a point in Ial n (b( where (a( and lb1 do not intersect ransversally, then p is the 
image of a vertex of D under a or a vertex of D’ under b. 
(iii) if p is as in (ii), then there are local coordinates (x, y, z) in S3, centered at p, such that in a 
neighborhood of a- ’ @) = (0,O) in D we have 
a@, y) = (x, y, 0) 
and in a neighborhood of b-‘(p) = (0,O) in D’ we have 
h(x, Y) = (x, Y, XY). 
In addition we require that in a neighborhood of a- i(p) (resp. b- l(p)) that a (do) (resp. 
b(dD’)) is contained in the union of the x- and y-axes. 
Observe that if a and b are immersed disks that intersect tamely, then Ial u lb/ is a 
deformation retraction of Iala u lbla when 6 > 0 is sufficiently small. 
Two immersed isks a: D -P S3 and b: D’ -I S3 are compatible if one of the following holds: 
(i) a and b intersect amely, 
(ii) D c D’ and a = blD, 
(iii) D’ E D and b = aID’. 
For example the disks in Fig. 5, when superimposed, are compatible. 
A link+ in S3 with n + 1 components is a smooth imbedding 
fi (0, 1, . . . , n] x S’ -+ S3. 
Denote the image off by L and the image of {j} x S’, thejth component of L, by L, (0 I j 
I n). 
As usual, C, (S3, L) denotes the group of relative O-chains. Denote by C, (S3, L) the free 
abelian group generated by the images of piecewise smooth imbeddings [0, l] 4 S3 modulo 
the subgroup generated by those imbedded intervals whose images lie in L. Let C,(S3, L) be 
the free abelian group generated by the images of immersed isks a: (D, CD) d (S3, L). There 
are obvious boundary maps a: Cj(S3, L) -B cj,_ i (S3, L) where j = 1,2. 
We shall need to define an intersection pairmg on C, (S3, L), at least between compatible 
chains. Roughly speaking, we define the intersection of two compatible chains to be the chain 
Fig. 5. 
+ Our links, being smooth, are tame. 
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unstable stable 
Fig. 6. 
consisting of their stable intersection points (see Fig. 6), suitably oriented. More precisely, 
suppose that the imbedded interval z: [0, l] + S3 and the immersed disk a: D + S3 are 
compatible. A point PEJBJ n lzj will be called a stable intersection point of a and z if 
p E a (int D) n z (int [0, 11) 
and lz( intersects Ial transversally at p. (Here int denotes interior.) Note that if z factors 
through a and p is a stable intersectior point, then Ial must necessarily have a self intersection 
at p (see Fig. 7). Define their intersection aa z to be the sum in C,(S3, L) of their stable 
intersection points with suitable orientations. 
Now suppose that the immersed isks a: D + S3 and b: D’ -+ S3 are compatible. A point 
p E Ial n lb1 is a stable intersection point of a and b if 
p E a(int D) n b(int D’). 
Define their intersection a - b to be 
1 
{stable intersection point of a and b} if a and b intersect amely 
(stable intersection points of aI (D -D’) and b} if D’ c_ D and b = aID’, 
where the components of a. b are given suitable orientations. (Here ( ) denotes closure.) 
These definitons can be extended by linearity to define the intersection of two compatible 
chains in C, (S3, L). 
Suppose that al, . , . , a, are immersed isks. The chain n, ai E C2 (S3, L) is said to be tame 
(resp. compatible) if each ai intersects each aj tamely (resp. compatibly). 
A family B of chains in Cz(S3, t) is said to be compatible if each chain in 8” is compatible 
with itself and with each other chain in 8. 
For a family 9 of chains in Ci(S3, f.) (i = 0,l or 2) denote by 191 the union u Ifj of the 
ICP 
supports of the f’s. If 8. is a compatible family of chains in Ci(S3, L), denote by )&‘I. ISI the 
support u )a. b( of the stable self intersections of 8. 
abel 
Similarly, if8 is a family of chains in Cz(S3, L) and 2” is a family of chains in C,(S3, L) that 
is compatible with 8, then we define 
IQI*ISI = u la.zl. 
aEd 
ZEY 
Fig. 7. 
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$3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let L be a link in S3 with n + 1 components. Denote by H the link group rrr (S3 - L) and by 
7I = r; 2 l-f 2 l-3 > n -... 
its lower central series. Our main theorem gives a presentation for each of the groups np,+ ’ 
where s 2 1. The presentation for n/T:+ ’ is computed from a defining system of orders for L, 
a family of disks and intervals in S3 whose intersections yield the desired presentations. A very 
natural object to use as a bookkeeping device, when finding the disks, is the free Lie algebra 
(over Z) generated by the components of the link L. 
Denote by k, = Lz (X,, X,, . . . , X,) the free Lie algebra over Z! generated by 
(X0, X1,. . , X,).Order {X,, X,, . . . , X,} in the natural way: Xi < Xj when i < j. The set 
Z’ = {X,, x,, . . . , X,} can be completed to a Hall basis ti of tlz in a unique way. (Good 
reference for this and other facts about Lie algebras and free groups are [123 and 11171.). The 
Hall basis has a natural grading .@ = 6 &“, where W denotes the homogeneous elements 
S=l 
of 2 of degree s. The lower central series of a Lie algebra g (over an arbitrary ground ring) 
is defined by I”+ 1 g = [I” g, g]. The basis& has the property that U W is a basis of I” L,. 
12s 
Set 3!(s) = @ 3P. 
fr;S 
A dejning system (d(s); 3) of order sfor a link L consists of a compatible family (8(s) 
= . (aif. HE&!(S)} of tame chains in C, (S3, L) and a family 9’ = {zr , z2, . . . , z,> of 
imbedded intervals that is compatible with J(s) such that: 
(i) the path zj: [0, l] + S3 satisfies zj (1)~ Lj and z~(O)E L,. (That is, the zis are 
representatives of a basis of H, (S3, L).). In addition, Zj(]O, l[) is disjoint from 
L ” U Izil- 
(ii) ifCjzotes{a,,:HE.%j},thend’ = {a,,,al,. . . , a.}, where aj corresponds to Xj E.@’ 
and aj: (B, 8B) + (S3, Lj) is a representative of the Alexander dual of Lj. 
(iii) the set 161.[%[ is empty. 
(iv) if w, = c aHH, then 
H E# 0) 
c d(aH.aK) [H, K] E 0 mod C,(S3, L)@Z”” IL,. 
H. K 
It is convenient o denote the sum ca He aK [H, K] by (ws, wJ. It follows from (i) that there 
are unique integers nr, H E% (s), 1 5 i 5 n such that 
l/2 { [ws, w,] 1 E 1 nr (Zj) H mod HI (S3, L) @ls+i kz. 
i, H 
Here { > denotes homology class. Set R; = 
(v) with the notation in (iii) 
c z, R; E (? @ 1) w, + l/2 [w,, w,] mod C, (S3, L) @IF+’ IL,. 
Despite the formidable appearance of this definition, it is natural and is not too hard to 
work with. Often we give the defining system simply by giving w,. 
The fact that defining systems of order 1 exist and the following lemma together ensure 
that defining systems of arbitrary order exist for all links. 
LEMMA 1. Let s be a positive integer. Zf(B (s); 2”) is a dejining systemfor a link L of order s, 
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then there is a compatible family &+ ’ of tame chains in C2 (S3, L), indexed by%“+ ‘, such that 
(8 (s) u fF+ ‘; 2’) is a defining system for L of order s + 1. 0 
Often in computations a defining system (d (s); 3) of order s can be found for a link L 
which is also a defining system for L of order t, for a11 t 2 s. This is the case in each of the 
following examples and it seems reasonable to conjecture that for each link such a defining 
system can be found. (Remember, our links are tame.) 
Example 1. A simple example is a pair of twice linked circles (Fig. 8). 
Let3’=(z}andB={ ao, aI, sol}. A defining system of order s(s 2 2) for L is given by w 
= aoXo+alX1 +aol [X0, X,]. Here R = 21X0, X,]. 
Example 2. The Whitehead link provides another simple, but interesting, example 
(Fig. 9). 
‘0 cz . ‘I 
Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9. 
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I-etZ= {z,)andd= {aOral,aO1,al,O1 1. A defining system for L of order s (s 2 4) is given 
bY 
~=~o~o+~,~~+~OIC~~~~~l+~,,o,C~~~~o,~,ll. 
Here R = -~xo~~,cxo~x,lll~ 
Example 3. The Borromean rings (Fig. 10). 
A defining system of order s(s 2 3) for L is given by 
~=~o~o+~~~,+~~~~+~o~C~o,~,1+~oz[~o,~~1+~,,[X,,X~l 
+a~. o2 C-G [X0, &II + a2,01 I?& CXo7 -WI. 
A straight forward calculation Shows that R, = -[Xl [X0, X,]] and R, = [X, [X0, X,]]. 
Example 4. The following modification of the Whitehead link (Fig. 11) illustrates how 
the higher order terms of the R;s contain essential intersection data. 
It is not hard to show that there is a defining system for this link with 
R = (- l)m-l [ad(X,)2”+1 (X0) + higher order terms] + 
(-l)m+k-1 [ad(Xo)2’m+k’+’ (X,)+higher order terms]. 
In particular, for the Milnor link (Fig. 12) there is a defining system with . 
R = ( - l)m-l ad(X,)2m+’ (X0)+ higher order terms. 
A defining system of order s for a link can be used to obtain Milnor’s presentation [lS] 
for n/r’+ i. Suppose that (8 (s); 9”) is a defining system of order s for a link L. For a chain c 
in C, (S3, L) denote by E the set of disks {ai: 1 I i I p}. Set 
d(s) = u 9. 
a&(s) 
Fig. 10. 
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m loops 
m +k loops 
Fig. 11. 
m loops 
Fig. 12. 
The set of piecewise smooth paths in S3 -(f. UJ u@‘li&‘(s)j.IB(s)l) that intersect IS( 
transversally form a semigroup which we shall denote by P(S3 -L; S(s), 2’). Let G be a 
group. A function cps: 8 (s) + G defines a unique semigroup homomorphism 
T,: P(S3 - L; d (s), 2) + G 
as follows: if y E P (S3 -L; I(s), ZZ), then there exist t,, cl, . . . , t,E [0, l] such that 0 < t, 
<t2<... < t, < 1 and {v(tl), r(td, . . . , y(t,)) = jyj n Ic~(s)(. Since&‘, the Hall basis of 
a *, is totally ordered, for each i E { 1,2, . . . , rj there is a greatest H EJP (s) and unique a, E tiH 
such that y(ti)e lai I and a unique Ei E { - 1, l> such that Iail. IQ (ti)I = q. We can now define 
K(Y) by 
c (7) = cps (a1 )‘I cps(az )&Z . . . . 50~ (a,)&,. 
Denote by (x0, x1, . . . , x,) the free group generated by {x0> x1, . . . , x,}. When Q is a 
subset of (x,, x1,. . . , xn), the group generated by the x;s with relators Q is denoted 
(x0, Xl,. . . , x,: Q ). Often Q will be P+‘, the (s + 1)st term of the lower central series of 
(x0,x1r.. . ,X”). 
Chose a basepoint * cS3 -(L u (31 u IS(s) Denote by iz(S3 -f.; S(s), 2”) the subset 
of P(S3 -L; S(s), 2) consisting of the loops based at *. 
The next lemma essentially says that there is an inductive procedure for finding a 
geometrically meaningful map cp,:z(s) + (x,, x1, . . . , xn). For each integer t with 1 I t 
S s, set J(t) = {aHE&( HE&?(~)}. Recall that 6(l) = {ao,a,, . . . , a,} where daj = Lj. 
LEMMA 2. If (8 (s); 2) is u defining system of order sfor a link L, thenfor each integer t with 
1 I t S s there is a function 
cp,:&t)+ (x,7x,, . . . 7%) 
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satisfying: 
(i) for each LIZ (0, 1, . . . , n} we haoe cps (aj) = xj, 
(ii) ify,,y,~n(S’-L;d(s),~)andify~rry,(rel*)inS~-((LuI~l),thenT,(y,)~T,(~,) 
mod l-‘+l. That is, T, induces a homomorphism 
T,:n,(S3-((Lu~Z?‘~),*)-+ (x,, . . . ,x,:l-I+*>. 
(iii) For each t, rp, is the restriction of cps to d(t) and the diagram 
commutes. In fact, T, induces an isomorphism 
IL1(s3-(Lu~~~),*)/r~+~~(xg,...,x,:rs+~). Cl 
To illustrate how the lemma works we use it to find such maps in each of examples 1,2 and 
3 above. 
Example 1’. With notation as in example 1, we define a map cp: 8 + (x0, x1 ) such that if 
cps = cp, then 40~ satisfies the conditions of lemma 3. Condition (i) forces us to define cp(ao) 
= x0 and cp (al ) = x1. Condition (ii) forces T(y) to be 1 (see Fig. 13). Btit 
T(y) = cp(aol)-lxox;lx;lxl 
so that cp(aol) = x~x;~x~~x~ = [x0,x;’ 1, where [ , ] denote: the group commutator 
[x, y] = xyx-‘y-1. 
Example 2’. Condition (i) forces us to define cp(aj) = xj( j = 0, 1). As in example I’, 
condition (ii) forces us to define cp (aor ) = x0 ’ x; ’ x,, (see Fig. 14). 
Fig. 13. * 
3 aoI 
a0 
+I& P Y 00 
NeIghborhood of p 
Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 15. 
Since T(P) = da, ol)tcP(aol), (p(al)l = 1 (Fig. 1% we must have vtal.ol) = Lcph), 
9h)l = [xl, xO’x;‘xO1. 
Example 3’. In this case the reader can check that 9(aj) = xj, 9(aol) 
= x1 -1xoxl, cpta,,) = xO1xilxo, 9h) = xilxlxl. 9(a1,02) = 9(ao,)x;‘9tao2)-‘~ 
9(a2,01) = 9(aoz)9(aol)-’ 9(az). 
To reconstruct S3 -L from S3 - (L u 19 I) one simply reinserts 12 I. This, together with 
the homomorphism 
T,X1(S3-(L ulZl))- (x0,. . . ,x,:r’+i) 
gives a representation of 9rj (S3 - L) as follows: when we reinsert lzjl into S3 -(L u I Ol), a 
small loop yj circling 1 iTjl becomes homotopically trivial in rrl (S3 - L) (Fig. 16). In order to 
get a representation of q (S3 -L) we are forced to adjoin the relation rj = T,(yj) to 
(x,,...,x,: rs+l ). A defining system of order s for L thus yields a surjective 
homomorphism 
-8,: 7ri (S3 -L) + (x0, . . . , x,: rl, . . . , r,, r*+’ ). 
THEOREM 3. (Removing the matchsticks.) If@(s); 3) is a defining system of order s for a 
link Land$cp,:B(s)+ (x,,. . . , X, ) is a map satisfying the conditions of lemma 3, then the 
homomorphism 
0,: n,(S3-L)+ (x0,. . . ,x,: rl,. . . , r,, P+l) 
defined above induces an isomorphism 
0,: zl (S3 -q/r;+ 1 + < x0, . . . , x,: rl, . . . , r,, rs+ 1 ). 
Moreover, this is the presentation for rrl (S3 - L)/rs,” given by Milnor in [15]. 
To demonstrate how this works, we continue examples 1, 2 and 3. 
0 
Example 1”. The defining system for L near z is illustrated in Fig. 17. Now r = T(y) 
= xIxOx;l 9(aol)xc1 = (xl, x0x;’ x0]. Since (&, 9’) is a defining system for all s, 
n/r: = (x0, xl: ~x,,x,x;~x,~ h 
Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 17. 
where 
Example 2”. It is straightforward to check that (up to a conjugate), r = [tp(a,,,,), 
cp(ao)] = [[xl, x;‘x;‘x,,], x0]. Therefore 
w,m = (x0,x,: cc-q, ~ ‘~;l~,l, x01 >. 
Example 3”. Again, it is a straightforward exercise to show that, up to a conjugate, rl 
=c~(a,,)cp(a,,,,)=cp(a,,)CCx,‘,x,l,x,lcp(a,,)-’andr,=cp(a,,)cp(a,,,,)=CCx;‘, 
x,], x; ’ 1. Therefore 
K/I? z <x0,x1,x2: cc~,‘,%J, x11, CCx;‘, x01, xi’1 >. 
Recall that the graded group grrn associated to the lower central series filtration n = I-’ 
2r22 . . . of a group n has a natural Lie algebra structure whose bracket gr;n @gr;n 
-+ grf+‘n is induced by the commutator in R. 
Suppose that (B(s); 9”) is a defining system or order s for L and that { Rj: 1 I i I n} are 
the elements of [iz = L, (X,, . . . , X,) associated to L by the defining system. The ideal W of 
IL* generated by the Rj inherits a natural filtration from the lower central series of &. Denote 
the corresponding raded ideal of gr ILL by gr 9. Observe that gr IL, is isomorphic to ids. Let 
RI,..., R, denote the images of R,, . . . , R, in gr W. They generate an ideal (K,, . . . , En) 
of Lz that we shall denote by r. Note that r E 9. The abelian Lie algebra r/[ r, t] is a 
module over the universal enveloping algebra U ( IL,/ r). Denote the images of E, , . . . , En in 
r/Cr, rlbyp,, . . . , pn. The following theorem is a direct application of Labute’s theorem 
WI* 
THEOREM. If [I,/ r is a torsion free Z-module and r/ [ r, r] is a free U (L,/ r) module on 
{PI,..., p,}, then there are graded Lie algebra isomorphisms 
grrn, (S3 -L) X L,/ r z IL,lgr W. 
Proof: The left hand isomorphism follows directly from Labute’s theorem [21] and the 
fact that the initial form of the relations rI, . . . , rn of theorem 3 are E,, . . . , R,, 
respectively. The right hand isomorphism follows from a Lie algebra version of Labute’s 
theorem applied to [i,* 9. I7 
As Maeda has pointed out to me, the theorem is false without the condition that L,/ r be 
torsion free. For example, grrn is not isomorphic to IL,(X,, X,)/(2[X,, Xi]) for the twice 
linked circles (example 1). 
Examples. Labute [21] has a clever way of checking his independence condition. 
Applying his results we have: 
(a) For the Borromean rings, 
Srrn 2 ~z(XO, Xl, X2)l(CX,, [X0, X211, [X2, [X0, X,11). 
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(b) For the Whitehead link 
(c) For both the Milnor link (Fig. 12) and its modification (Fig. 11) 
grrJr= ~z(X~~X,)/(CX~~~(X,)~“+‘(X,)I). 
(d) Denote the linking number of the ith andjth components of the link L by Iij. Since 
ai’aj I lij(zj -zi) mod boundaries, it follows that 
Rj = - ad(Xj) 
( > 
i lijXi + higher order terms j = 1, . . . , n. 
i=O 
For example, if loj = 1, j = 1, . . . , n and all other linking numbers are zero, then 
grr?r = L(X0, . . . , X,)l(CXo, Xjl,‘i = 1, . . . , n) 
= [L(X,)@ IL(X,, . . . , X,). 
If all linking numbers are 1, then 
grrx = L(X,, . . . , X,)/([Xo+ . . *+X,,Xj], j= 1,. . . ,n) 
= IL(A)@L(X,, . . . ) X”). 
This example has also been worked out by Kojima [20]. However, if n = 3, I,, = - 1 and 
all other linking numbers are + 1, then one can show that grrrt is not isomorphic to 
n-(A)OU&, . . * 9 m. 
94. PROOFS 
The proofs use K.-T. Chen’s formal connections [6], [7], which we shall define shortly. 
Our basic technique is to replace each disk and interval of a defining system (8; 3) for a link 
L by a representative of the Thorn class of a small tubular neighborhood of the disk or 
interval and exploit the corresponding relationship between the boundary map and exterior 
differentiation. We then find a formal connection on S3 -L supported in a small tubular 
neighborhood of 1 d’ 1 u 2 I. The defining system is, in some sense, afirst order approximation 
to the formal connection. The higher order information in the connection encodes the 
unstable intersections which are ignored by the defining system. The transport of the 
connection provides the map T: x1 (S3 -(L u ) 3 I)) -+ (x0, . . . , x, ) of lemma 2. 
Here is a detailed outline of this section. First, Chen’s definition of a formal connection is 
reviewed. Our approach is slightly more algebraic than Chen’s as we need to view a defining 
system of a link as a formal connection on the “intersection algebra” of L. Lemma 4 is a 
technical lemma that allows us to construct formal connections. In particular, defining 
systems for links exist. Having found a defining system for a link L, we next want to construct 
the map cps of lemma 2. This is achieved (lemma 9) by constructing a sequence (o,),$~ of 
compatible flat connections on a trivial vector bundle over S3 -L. These have the property 
that their parallel transport functions are supported in a neighborhood of the defining 
system, and that the holonomy map associated to w, factors through the map rrI + rrr /I’+‘+ ‘.
These connections are constructed by replacing each disk by the Thorn class of its normal 
bundle and then applying Chen’s techniques [6]. The technical preliminaries, relating the 
exterior derivative of the Thorn class of the normal bundle of a disk to the Thorn class of its 
boundary, and the relationship between stable intersections of disks and the wedge products 
of their Thorn classes are established in propositions 6,7, and 8. The word cps (a) of lemma 2 is 
simply the change in an N-frame when it is parallel transported across a. The relationship 
between parallel transport and iterated integrals is summarized in lemma 10 and 11. The rest 
of lemma 2 is proved in lemma 12 using a result of stallings. Theorem 3 follows easily from 
lemma 2. 
One should note that if W is an n-dimensional submanifold of RN with trivial normal 
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bundle, then the exterior derivative of the Thorn class s,,, of the normal bundle of Wand the 
Thorn class r?,,. of a W are related by the formula 
TV,,, = ( - I)’ +dim “d?,. 
This formula explains the formula for the differential in the intersection algebra and the signs 
in propositions 6 and 7. 
We begin by recalling the definition of Chen’s formal connections. Let d* be a 
commutative d.g. algebra over a ring S, which is free as an S-module. Suppose that the 
differential d of &* has degree 1 and that Ho (&*) x S, and that H’(&*) are free S-modules 
of finite rank i = 1,2. (For example, S = R and &* the de Rham complex of S3 -L.) To 
simplify the exposition we will assume that H3(&*) = 0 and that &’ when i > 3. Choose a 
basis {X,, . . . , X,} of Horns (Hi (zZ*). S) and a basis {Z,, . . . , Z,} of Homs(H2 (a*), S). 
Define the homological degree of each Xi to be 0 and the homological degree of each Zj to be 
1. Denote by IL the free graded Lie algebra over S ILs (Xi , . . . , X,, Z i, . . . , Z, ) generated by 
{Xi,...,X”, Z,,..., Z,}. This Lie algebra has two gradings: IL = @ L,, where L, 
?I20 
= elements of L with homological degree n, and L = @ L”, where L” = linear span of the 
Shl 
elements of L with bracket length s. From these we obtain a bigrading L = @ U_i of L, where 
L”, = IL* n u_,. Set I_,(S) = @ Lk and I” O_ = @ IL’. A formal connection of order s on JP 
r<s ris 
consists of an element o of d’ @ IL, (s), an element C of d2 @L, (s) and a linear map 6: span 
{Z,, . *. 3 z,> + U_,(S) such that 
(i) if 0 = Ca,X, + caij[Xi, Xj] + . . . , then each ai is a cycle and their homology classes 
{ai } form a basis of Hi (d*) dual to the X,‘s. 
(ii) ifc = CciZi+ Ccij[Zi, Xj] + . . . , then each ii is a cycle and the homology classes { li } 
form a basis of H2(.&*) dual to the Z,‘s. 
(iii) (d@l)C+[o,I] ~0 mod&3@Zs+1 L1. 
(iv) (1 @S)l; + (d @l)o + 1/2[0, o] E 0 mod d2 @I”’ ’ IL,. Here, of course, we have 
extended 6 to a graded derivation 6: IL + IL. 
Let L be a link. Aformal connection of order s on S3 -L is a formal connection of order s on 
A*(S3 -L), the de Rham complex of S3 -L. 
Example. Suppose that (8 (s); 2) is a defining system of orders for a link L. Define a d.g. 
algebra 9 * =.P*(b; 9) by:9’= ZyY1 = (d),92 = (S),S3 = (B.db), where (8) 
etc. denotes the Z-submodule of C, (S3, L) generated by B. Define a productY* @S* +9* 
by u @v + u. v. It is easy to check that this product is associative. Define d: Nj +$j+ ’ by d 
= (- l)j+‘& where 8 denotes the boundary map in C, (S3, L). With this differential 9* 
becomes ad.g.a. over Z which we shall call the intersection algebra associated to (8; 9). Set w 
= 2 aHHand = f: zjZj.Define6Zj = -~n~H,whereZjisdualtozj.Since(&‘~~~~~ 
HEXIS) j=l 
= 4, [w, z] = 0 and (w, z, 6) is a formal conngtion of order s on 9* (8; 9’). 
When S = R and &* is the de Rham complex of a smooth manifold, then what we have 
defined is a special case of Chen’s formal (power series) connections. In this case o is an 
RR/Is+’ L, valued form. Set 
g= [L,/(azl,...,az,)+ls+lli, 
and let o’ be the composition of o with the projection of II, onto g Condition (iv) now 
becomes do’ + l/2 [o’, 0’1 = 0 so that o’ defines a IIat connection on the trivial bundle M 
x G, where G is the simply connected Lie group exp g. A theorem of Chen (theorem 2.7.2 [6]) 
asserts that the holonomy map 
0: 7tl (M)/l-“+’ + G 
associated to the connection is the Malcev completion of rrl (M)/P+‘. 
The following lemma is an algebraic version of theorem (1.3.1) [6]. 
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LEMMA 4. If (0, [, 6) is a fomal connection of order s on the S-albegra d*, then 
(d 01) ((1 @S) C + l/2 [o, 01) E 0 mod d3 @Is+’ 5,. 
Proof First observe that conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of the definition of formal 
connections imply that 6ZjoZ2 IL,,. This implies that 61”+’ [L, c Is+2 L,. To simplify 
notation we will write 6 for 1 @S and d for d 01. Now 
d(6C + 1/2[0,0]) = 6d[ + 1/2[dw, w] - 1/2[w, o] 
= 6dl; - 1/2[6[ + 1/2[0, o-J, o] 
+ 1/2[0, SC + 1/2[w, o]] mod d3 @Is+’ I_,, 
rs(dr+[o,r])mod4301S+2[Lo 
3 0 mod d3 @ls+2 II,,. 0 
The following proposition is needed in the proof of lemma 1. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 6 be ajinitefamily of compatible disks in S3. If z: S1 + S3 is a piecewise 
smoothly Wedded circle, compatible with 8, then there is a disk a: D + S3, compatible with 8, 
such that da = z. 
Proof: If z factors through some b ~8, then a may be chosen to be the restriction of b to 
some subdisk. If no two adjacent smooth components of z lie in the same disk, then a may be 
chosen to intersect every element of 6 transversally. The only case left is when two adjacent 
smooth components of z lie in a disk 1 bl (say), but 1 zI does not lie in ) b(. For simplicity, 
suppose this happens only once. Let p E I z 1 n ( b ( be the image of the vertex of the non smooth 
point of z whose adjacent edges lie in I b/, We can choose coordinates (x, y, z) about p such 
that I b 1 is contained in the plane z = 0 and the two edges of z contained in I b ( are { (x, 0,O): x 
2 Oj and { (0, y, 0): y 2 O}. We can find a so that near p the image of a lies on the surface z 
= xy, and away from p the image of a intersects each element of d transversally. q 
Proof of lemma 1. To give a defining system (8; 3) of orders for L is to give w = c aH 
H, z = czjZj and ~Z,E t-,(X,,, . . . , 
HEX(S) 
X,) (s), 1 I j I n, where all the 8H’s and zis are 
compatible and such that (w, z, 6) is a formal connection of order s on 4*, the intersection 
algebra generated by the aH’s and the Zj‘S. 
We seek a defining system (w’, z’, 6’) for L of order s + 1 of the form 
W’=W+ 2 a,H 
H&T" 
z' = z 
S’Zj=SZj+ 1 nj’H n:E Z. 
HE*'-' 
By substituting w’, z’, 6’ into conditions (iii) and (iv) of the definition for a formal connection, 
it can be shown that: In order that (w’, z’, 6’) be a defining system of order s + 1, it is necessary 
and sufficient for &“+I = {a,‘,: HE.#‘+~} to satisfy 
(i) HEz,+, 
( 
c nrzj + aaH H =_ -{(l@@z+(a@l)w+1/2[w, w]} mod92@15+2 n. 
j ) 
(ii) [w’, z] = 0 
(iii) 8 S-+1 is compatible with S(s) u 9’. 
According to lemma 4, the coefficients of the H E&O”+’ on the right hand side of(i) are cycles 
andsowecanfindthe{n~:H&@‘S+l,lIjIn}andb”” that satisfy (i). Clearly the disks 
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Js+ ’ can be chosen to have no stable intersections with j L.T I. Finally, proposition 5 guarantees 
that &+i can be chosen to be compatible with (8; 6). 0 
Let D( E W’) be a model disk with boundary aD. View it as the subset D x (0) of R3. 
Denote by N,(D) (resp. N,(X))) the a-tubular neighborhood in R3 of D (resp. aD). 
We shall denote the de Rham complex of a manifold M by A*(M ). For a closed 
submanifold N of M we shall denote by A*(M, N) the forms on M which vanish on some 
neighborhood of N. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that D is a model disk. For all positive real numbers E that are 
suficiently small there exists n E A’ (N,(D), aN,(D)) satisfying: 
(i) dq is supported in N,(aD), 
(ii) the restriction of q to the normal bundle in W3 of D -N, (aD) is its Thorn class, 
(iii) the restriction of dq to N,(aD) is the Thorn class of N,(dD) + r3D. 
Proof: If D is a model disk, then there is a smooth homoeomorphism cp: (D, aD) 
4 (B, S’ ), where B denotes the closed unit ball in R2, with the restriction of cp to int D being a 
diffeomorphism int D + int B. Since rp induces a smooth map 
N,(v): (N,(D), N,(aD))+ (N,(B), N,(S’)), 
it suffices to prove the proposition when (D, aD) = (B, S’). 
View B, S’, N,(B) etc. as submanifolds of R3. Let II: N,(S’) + A, denote the projection 
onto AC = {xER~: llxll I E}. Ch oose a representative r of HZ (4, aA,) and set 7 = n*r. 
Clearly T is the Thorn class of N,(S’) + S’. Let (r, 0, z) denote the cylindrical polar 
coordinates on R3. Define a l-form q on N,(B) by 
q(r,&z)= 
s 
_h i I TV, 8, z)dr, 
where (alar) ) 7 denotes the interior product of 7 with the radial vector field. Since a/&J ) 7 
= 0, ~(0, 0, z) is well defined, provided that E < l/3. It is straightforward to check that q is the 
required l-form. 0 
View the unit interval I as the subset I x { (0, 0)) of R3. Let N,(I) and N,(al) denote the 
s-tubular neighborhoods of I and al in R3. An argument similar to the proof of proposition 6 
can be used to prove the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7. For all sujiciently small positive real numbers E, there exists [E A’(N, (I), 
dN, (I)) satisfying: 
(i) i is supported in N,(dZ), 
(ii) the restriction of < to the normal bundle in R3 of I - N,(dZ) is its Thorn class, 
(iii) the restriction of d[ to N,(dZ) is minus the Thorn class of N,(dI) + aI. •J 
If a: D + S3 is an immersed disk, then a extends to an immersion a,: N,(D) + S’ whose 
self intersections are transverse, provided that E is small enough. Let ‘I, an element of 
A2 (N,(D), aN,(D)), be as in proposition 6. Because the self intersections of a are transverse, q
can be pushed forward to a l-form on S3 supported in 1 ac I. We shall call such a form on S3 an 
&-Thorn class of a. Similarly, the Thorn class [ E A2 (N, (I), dN, (I)) can be pushed forward 
along an imbedded interval z: [0, l] + S3 to a 2-form on S3 supported in (z, (, provided that E 
is small enough. We shall call such a 2-form an s-Thorn class of z. 
For a positive real number E, denote by A, the e-tubular neighborhood of the subset A of a 
manifold. 
The following proposition summarizes the duality between forms and chains in S3 -L,. 
PROPOSITION 8. In each part of this proposition we suppose that E is suficiently small. 
(a) If a’ and a” are two stably intersecting immersed disks in S3 with s-Thorn classes n’ and n”, 
respectively, then d(r]’ A n”) is a Thorn class of a@‘, a”). 
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(b) Suppose that c EC, (S3, L) is a tame chain and that c E A2 (S3 - L,) is an &-Thorn class of 
c. If d[ = 0, then dc = 0 in C,,(S3, L). 
(c) Suppose that a is an immersed disk in S3 and that q E A’(S3 -L,) is an E-Thorn class of a. 
I_/-< E A2(S3 - L,) is an E-Thorn class of aa, then there is a l-form 5 on S3 - L,, supported in Ida It, 
such that d(q + 5) = i on S3 - L,. 
Proof. We will prove only (c): This follows immediately from the fact that dq and c are 
both closed elements of A2(@al,, alaal,)) which define the same cohomology class in H2(ji3aj,, 
wah). 0 
In the following technical lemma we construct a connection of order s on S3 - L that is a 
perturbation of a defining system of order s for L. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose that (&;2E’) is a defining system of order sfor a link L. For all suj%ziently 
small positive real numbers E, there is a formal connection (0, c, 6) of order s on S3 - L, 
supported in 181, u (21, satisfying: 
(0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
the restriction of o to S3 -(L, u (l&I. IS(), u ITI,) is of theform c qH (H + UH), where 
HN(s) 
qH is an e-Thorn class of IaH] and UH E llR (X,, . . . , X,) is of higher order than H. 
c = f: Tj, where Cj~A2(S3-LE)@~R(X0,. . . , X,, Zj) and cj = cjZj + higher order 
j=l 
terms and ij is an E-Thorn class of Jzjl 
cj is supported in jzjl,, 
aZ, = - 1 (nr H + Vi), where the nr are the integers given by the defining system and 
Jp (9 
where VHEU_R(X,,..., X,) is of higher order than H. 
Such a connection will be said to be adapted to (b; 2’). 
Proof. Choose E so that L u 181 u 1.91 is a deformation retraction of L, u I&‘(, u (2&. We 
prove the lemma by induction on s. When s = 1 such a connection can be found. Suppose that 
s > 1 and that we have found a formal connection (o’, [‘, 8’) on S3 -L, of order s - 1 that 
satisfies the conditions of the lemma. We seek a formal connection (a,[, a) of order s on 
S3 -L, of the form: 
(a) 0 = 0’ + C VH H + C an, where tfH is an s-Thorn class of aH and where aH is an 
Gf(XO,..., X,) t%ed I-forHmb~$ported in (&(S - l)l,. 
(b) c = 2 (65 + fij), where bj is an as, (X0, . . . , X,, Zj) valued 2-form supported in (~~1~. 
(c) 6Z, = 6’Zj - c n$‘H + c V$‘, where Vy E a; (X,, . . . , X,), and the n$’ are 
HEW HE.c?(s-I) 
the integers given by the defining system. 
First suppose that aHt;dS. There are disks aJE&Yci) and a; EcF-‘(” such that 
daH+xa;‘a; = cnfzj. 
1 j 
Let q: (resp. $) be an s-Thorn class of a; (resp. af) associated to a; (resp. a:) by w’. Even though 
C r~{ Arll will not in general be closed, its exterior derivative u will be supported in a 
neighborhood N of the finite set U a($. a;) which is contained in IS(s -2)). 16 
(s - 2)1, n @+,I. In fact, in a neighborhood of a point p of this finite set, u is the difference 
between two Tlnom classes of p. Consequently there is a 2-form 5 supported in N such that 
d(C$/\$+5)=0. 
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Choose an s-Thorn class tlH of a”. Since 
aa, + C ai. a; = 1 nr zj, . 
it follows that in Hz (@,I,, dla+,I,) that dqH and 1 nr cj -C q; A q:’ - t define the same 
cohomology class. Now, if necessary, we can modify Q, by an exact element of A2 (@a& 
alaa,),) so that 
To proceed, set 
and observe that 
6”Zj = 6’ Zj - 1 nj’ H. 
j 
(1 @S”)c” + (d@ 1)~” + 1/2[0”, o”] E 0 mod A2(S3 -L,) 01” IL(X,, . . . , X,) (*) 
and that the terms of degree s of (*) are supported in { IS(S -2)l. IS(S -2)]},. According 
to lemma 4, the coefficients of the terms of degree s of (*) are closed. Since every cycle in 
b(S -2).d(S -2) is of the form 
Cqjz,+ C da,,, (qjER), we can find ILS,(X,, . . . , X,) 
H&Is-1) 
valued l-forms aH supported in IaHle, and I$’ E IS, (X,, . . . , X,) for H ES(S - 1) such that 
aH is of the required form and such that ~~i,{(~ijl$‘)+da~~ -{(106”)~” 
j 
+ (d@l)o” + 1/2[0”, o”]} mod A2(S3 -L,) @I’+’ IL,. Next, set o = 0” + 1 aH and 
x(s+ 1) 
aZj = 6”Z,+ 1 I’;. It is easy to check that 
A‘(r+l) 
(1 @S)[” + (d @ 1)~ + 1/2[0, o] E 0 mod A2(S3 -L,) @Zs+i IL,. 
Our final task is to find I. By hypothesis, c’ = C c;, where 
~JEA2(lzjlc, Jlzjl,)O b(Xo, . . . 9 X,3 Zjb 
Observe that in S3 -L,, the pair (lzjl,, alzjl,) is homeomorphic to (B x [0, 11, S’ x [0, 11). 
Consequently H3(lzjl,, c?~z~[,) = 0. It follows from lemma 4 that the coefficients of the terms 
of orders of [o’, cl] are closed forms in A3 (lzjl,, a(zj(,). Thus we can find an ILS, (X,, . . . ,X, 
Zj) valued 2-form, supported in Jzj IE, such that djlj = - [o’, (>I. Define Cj to be C> + Pi and C: 
to be Ccj. Since 6~~~1’ L,(X,, . . , X,), it follows that St E a(” mod Zs+r llR. This 
completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 2 follows as an immediate consequence of lemma 9. To see why, we need to 
consider the transport of a formal connection. 
Suppose that M is a smooth manifold. Denote by PM the space of piecewise smooth 
paths 7: [0, l] -, M. Chen’s iterated integrals are differential forms on PM: If oi, 02, . . . , w, 
are smooth forms on M, then jwl w2 . . co, is a smooth form on PM of degree n = i (deg 
j=l 
co, - 1). That is, J w1 . . . o, can be integrated over smooth maps a:N + PM, where N is a 
compact oriented n manifold. (For a more precise account of Chen’s iterated integrals, see 
c71.1 
Now suppose that M = S3 -L and that (0, c, 6) is a formal connection on M of order s. 
DenotebyA=R[X,,X,....,X,,Z,,.. . , Z,j the graded ring of formal power series in 
the noncommuting indeterminates X,, . , X,, Z,, . . . , Z,, where deg Xi = 0 and deg Zj 
= 1. Denote by IA the ideal in A that consists of the powerseries with zero constant term. 
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Associated to the formal connection (a~,[, S) are two A valued iterated integrals To and T’ 
defined as follows: 
TO= 1+~w+Jwo+~ooo+. . . 
T’ =SC+E10+50r+Sr00+IOCO+S00r+ . . . 
Collectively these form the transport of the connection. Observe that To is an &valued O- 
form on PM and that r’ is an AI-valued l-form on PM, where A,, denotes the elements of A 
of homological degree n. 
Choose a basepoint * in M. Both To and TL can be restricted to RM, the subspace of PM 
that consists of the loops y:([O, 11, (0, l} + (M, *). 
The following lemma summarizes a few basic properties of To and T’ and other similarly 
defined transport functions. Proofs of these properties may be found in [6] and [7]. 
LEMMA 10. (Chen) (a) Suppose that A is an augmented algebra that is complete with 
respect to the topology defined on it by the powers of its augmentation ideal IA. If o is an IA- 
valued l-form on a manifold M and if y, /.I E PM with y(1) = p(O), the 
T(Yt4 = T(Y)T(CL), 
where 
T= 1+~0+~00+~000+ . . . 
is the A valued iterated line integral associated to w. 
(b) Suppose that (or, [,a) is a formal connection of order s on M with associated transports 
To, T’. If u: [0, 1] + RM is a smooth path in RM, then 
XT’(u) = T’(u(l)) -T’(u(O)) mod I”+‘A. 
That is, 
6T’(u) 3 To (au) mod I”+’ A. 0 
The following useful lemma is essentially due to Chen [5]. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose that M is a smooth manifold (or, more generally, a diflerentiable 
space) and suppose that A is an augmented algebra that is complete in the topology defined by 
the powers of its augmentation ideal IA. Zfw = IN, where o E A’ (M) and U E IA and tfY E PM, 
then 
exp(1U) = 1 + J, o+J,oo+J,ooo+. . . , 
where II = j, co. 
Proof. If y*o = f(t)dt, then 
. . . f(t,)dt, . . . dt, 
. f(t,)dt, . . . dt, 
I 
=- 
(r-l)! o J F(tJ’- ‘f(tr)dt, 
-I 
A 
= -) 
r! 
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where F(t)= ‘f(s)ds. 
s 
However, 
0 
_ W) 
r! 
From this the result follows. 0 
Proof of lemma 2. Suppose that (&; .Y) is a defining system of order s for a link L. 
Lemma 9 allows us to find a formal connection (w, [, 6) of order s on S3 - L that is adapted to 
(8; 2). The restriction of o to S3 -(I!-, u (I&(. l&7(), u ISl,) is of the form 
For each integer t with 1 I t I s, set 
For each a ~8’ chose a path y in S3 - (L, u ((II. ISl), u l~-Tl,) of length 2~ that is transverse to 
lal, with JY qH = 1. Now define, for all r with t I r I s, 
$,(a)= 1+J,f5,+Jyii),ii)l+. . . . 
Alternatively, if the restriction of ~5, to (al, is VU, where q is an E-Thorn class of [a(, then by 
lemma 11, tir (a) = exp U. 
Since I,$, (ai) c 1 + Xi mod 1’A, it follows from a theorem of Magnus [l l] (see also [12] or 
[ 173) that (@, (ai): 0 5 i I n } freely generate a subgroup G, of A and that P G, = G, n (1 
+ PA) for all q. Denote by p, : G, -+ ( x0, . . . , x, ) the group isomorphism that takes $, (ai) 
to xi. Define 
cp,:W’(XO...,X”) 
by cp, (a) = p, - I), (a). Observe that the map T, associated to cp, : 8 (t) + < x0, . . . , x, > is the 
map which takes the loop y in S3 -(L, u IdI. 111, u jfz”j, to 
P,(l+Jrq+J#W,+ ..‘). 
Finally, if yo, i: 1 are elements of Q(S3 -(L, u )&‘I. lf?pl, n I %I,)) that are homotopic (rel a), 
then there is a smooth path 
with ~(0) = y. and ~(1) = yl. Since the image of the suspension of p 
B:CO, 11 x co, 11 + s3 -v, u 14. WI, u Ial,) 
(t, 4 + IL(W) 
does not intersect he support of C, which is contained in Ial, it follows from the definition of 
iterated integrals that T,’ (u) = 0. From lemma 10 we conclude. that T,!’ (yo) E p (yJ mod 
r+l 1- G. III 
Theorem 3 will follow as an easy corollary of the following lemma, which follows directly 
from Stallings theorem [18]. 
LEMMA 12. If L is a link in S3 with n + 1 components L,,O < j 5 n, and $zj, 1 I j I n, are 
n disjoint imbedded interuals in S3 wirh z~(~)E L,, ~~(0) E Lo and zj(]O, l[) n L = ,$, then 
7rl(S3-(Lu12())/r”.z (x0,. . . ,xn:rS)_fiir allsz 1, 
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where 111 is the union of the supports of the zj. Moreover, the image of a meridian to Lj in 
(x0,..., x, ) is congruent to xj mod I?. 0 
COROLLARY 13. The homomorphism T, of lemma 2 induces an isomorphism 
7t,(S3 -(L ulsl))/r:+~ + (x,, . . . , x,97+1 ). 0 
Proof of theorem 3. Since replacing the interval lzjl in S3 -(L u IZTI) corresponds to 
glueing a handle of index 2 into S3 -(L u ) Sl), theorem 3 follows from corollary 13 and the 
following fact from group theory: If G and H are groups, then 
(F * G)/T:., x (v-9 * (G/r;;) 
for all t. Here * denotes free product. 0 
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